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Updates to the Calendar
Well, hello fellow barbershoppers! While we know you are all anxious to know when all of our events are
happening, we would like to point out a few changes to our schedule (found on Page 3). The first change we
have is the date of our Ice Cream Social. We originally scheduled it for Saturday, June 11, but due to some
scheduling conflicts, we have had to reschedule it to Saturday, August 20 at 1 PM. So, mark your calendars
and come on out to hear some good ole barbershop and enjoy some tasty ice cream.
The second change to our calendar, and one that you are all most anxious about, are the final decision on
dates for our shows. Our Fall Show will be Saturday, September 17 at 7:30 PM, and our Christmas Show
will be Saturday, December 10 at 7:30 PM. Tickets will be on sale approximately two months prior to the
show date (July 17 and October 10 respectively) and will cost $5 per ticket. Tickets are sure to go fast, and
there are several ways to get them. First, you can contact us at Harmony Hall, 1-812-232-4926. Just leave
us a message, and we will return your call as soon as we can. Second, you can contact the editor
(information on page 2), and he will be sure to get your tickets to you as soon as possible. However, if you
are really anxious to secure your seats for one of our shows, you can purchase an ad for our programs, and
you will receive up to two complimentary tickets. This means you could have a seat at one of our shows
before the tickets even go on sale , and everyone will get to see your name in our programs. Forms for
purchasing an ad can be found on page 7. Orders done over the phone may be paid with credit card (small
fee applys). Checks and money orders are to be made out to The Banks of the Wabash Chorus. Simply fill
out the form and send it, with payment, to the editor (information on page 2) or send it to:
Banks of the Wabash Chorus
Harmony Hall
1257 Lafayette Avenue
Terre Haute, IN 47804
Don’t wait too long to get tickets to our shows. Like we said, they will be going quickly. Take care, and we
hope to see you in the near and dear future at one of our shows.
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By Jim DeBusman, Circle City Sound PVI Coordinator
As Seen In the April 2016 Issue of The Beat

There is no question the warm-up period at the beginning of a quartet or a
chorus rehearsal is the most important thing we do to prepare for the best
possible musical experience during any rehearsal or performance. However,
doing a person warm up before you arrive can make all the difference in the
world. It can help you be more vocally prepared to fine tune your pitch
awareness, timbre match, vowels, etc. Without a good individual and then
ensemble warm up, we will never realize our full potential as a quality
performing quartet or chorus.
Most of us have been involved in some type of athletic activity in our lives.
If we did not want a hamstring pull or something more serious to happen, we
always stretched (warmed up) before the athletic activity. Singing is a
physical activity, not only involving a specific muscle, our voice, but our entire
body when singing well.
Your personal warm-up before leaving for your rehearsal should consist of
more than just humming a couple of scales and singing “Heart of my Heart.”
The exercises you choose should have several common aspects, such as:
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Activating your mind (fact: 80% of vocal warm up is mental).
Incorporating exercises that reinforce techniques to help you work on
areas of your voice that need reinforcing
Selecting exercises that will give long term remedies for a specific concern
Singing exercises that will solve more than one objective.
Selecting exercises that will help you improve over the long haul.

Ways to enhance your personal warm-up as you drive to rehearsal are:
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Physically prepare the body.
Physically sit up in your car while you’re driving to rehearsal, with both
hands on your steering wheel.
Always remember good breath support/management that produces warm
air.
Take slow, deep breaths while you are driving with both hands on the
steering wheel. I bet you won’t chest breathe!

Do some humming in the easiest part of your range first.
Then extend your range higher and lower with good breath support.
Do some head voice/falsetto soft singing
Don’t try to sing over road noise at any time
(continued on page 5)
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Six Things Every Director Wishes You Already
Knew About Rehearsing
By Bill Rashleigh, Former Music Specialist, BHS
As Seen In the April 2016 Issue of The Voice of Rushmore

As a chorus member, what you can do to make those rehearsals
be more fun for everyone
Directors often become frustrated by the famous “I taught that last week”
syndrome that seems to plague every chorus. If all chorus members will
internalize the following lessons, they can reduce the syndrome’s symptoms—
if not cure the disease—and help make a better chorus in the process. Here
are some things to think about:
For the chorus to improve, each man must leave his own behavioral
comfort zone. If each singer would improve one aspect, skill, or attitude each
and every time he sings, the overall music will get better very quickly. Take
ownership of something. Maybe it is a breathing issue, maybe a balance
challenge, maybe it is adding more airflow over the break in your individual
voice. Simple things like these accomplish immediate improvement.
You should be emotionally involved in the music. Barbershop is a very
emotional, heartfelt, simplistically beautiful style of music. The music doesn’t
need to be complex to produce complex emotions in the singers or the
audience. However, anything less than full effort will result in a less satisfying
musical experience for you and your audiences. When you commit to
becoming a member of your chapter’s chorus, you’re committing to being a
doer rather than a casual spectator. With that responsibility to put your whole
self into the music comes the joy of joining others to bring music to life. What
greater purpose in the arts might there be?
Rehearsals will be more productive if you listen—and extinguish
comments—while on the risers. When your director cuts off the chorus in
the middle of a phrase, do you sometimes choose this moment to tell your
neighbor that he sang the wrong note or “oo” vowel? You may thing you’re
helping, but this disrupts the flow of the rehearsal. Remember this: Unlike you,
the director hears exactly what the audience would hear (the macro effect). If
he didn’t hear what you just heard (the micro effect), the audience probably
wouldn’t hear it either. On the other hand, the issues he identifies (both
positive and negative) will be critical.
The director can fix many more problems when chorus members withhold
their comments and trust him to prioritize which issues need to be addressed
at the moment. If the director consistently overlooks something that is
bothering you, it is best to discuss it with your section leader or your director
after you get off the risers.
(Continued on page 5)
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Calendar of Events
BHS
International Convention
July 3-10, 2016
Bridgestone Arena, Nashville, TN

BHS Category School
July 20-24, 2016

Harmony University
July 24-31, 2016

BOW Advertising Campaign
Ends August 4, 2016

BOW Ice Cream Social
Saturday, August 20, 2016
1 PM
Harmony Hall, Terre Haute, IN

BOW Fall Concert
September 17, 2016
Location TBA

Cardinal District Fall
Convention and Contests
Sept. 30-Oct. 1, 2016
Location TBA

Idle Creek Singout
November 4, 2016

BOW Christmas Show
December 10, 2016
Location TBA

Cardinal District Spring
Convention and Contests
March 18-19, 2017
Location TBA

For detailed information on all
chapter performances, go to
www.bowchorus.com and visit
the Schedule section.

My First Contest

By Frank Ricks, Circle City Sound member since September 2015
As Seen In the April 2016 Issue of The Beat
Introduction by the Editor

Introduction: While this isn’t a story from the BOW Chorus, I found Frank’s story to be very inspiring.
At the Spring Convention on Friday night, I actually sat about 5 seats from Frank, and I had little idea
who he was except that he liked barbershop. I had no idea he was competing in the chorus contest the
next day, and when I saw him on stage, I’ll admit that I was a little taken back. Then, I got to thinking
about how cool this was and just how awesome our Society is. This just shows that anyone can join the
ranks of barbershoppers, and the only requirement is a love of barbershop. After contest, Frank wrote
this article for CCS’s bulletin, “The Beat,” and I am sharing it with you so that you may also be inspired
by the story of his first contest and so that you can share this story with others.
My First Contest: The Cardinal District Plateau Chorus Contest in South Bend was my very first time to
participate in a contest with Circle City Sound. I must admit that I was a little worried about how I would
perform, since I couldn’t see the director due to my blindness, but after we got started singing, I began to
relax, and as a result, I felt much comfortable with everything.
However, the real thing that was bothering me was the choreography in our uptune, “I Only Want to
be with You.” You see, I had been working on that for the last week or two, but I still was having some
problems remembering what words to move on, and what moves to make. I really wasn’t having
problems remembering the words, but it was the moves and when to move and how. But I made it
through!
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who showed me what to do and when and am
thankful as well for the experience that I gained from it. I also enjoyed the trip up there and back with Pat
Stevens, his fiancée Stephanie Mains, and Bill Chisler and thank them for that.
I really want to thank everyone in Circle City Sound for letting me be just one of the guys and allowing
me to be a part of such a great group of men that make up what our chorus is today and will be in the
future.
Keep the whole world singing
Frank
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Six Things Every Director…
(Continued from page 3)

Nick Heller, Chapter Secretary

The regular meeting for the month of June is
scheduled to convene at 6:30 PM on June 21,
2016 in the Board Room of Harmony Hall.

Singing well takes a lot of exertion. Singing
requires more concentration, for a longer period of
time, than any other activity. Psychologists will tell
you the mind works in concentration spurts, about 710 seconds, then we think of something else. Most
activities that require concentration require it for very
short periods of time, but a song lasts 2-1/2 to 3
minutes. That is a very long time. So train your mind,
through a variety of exercises, to increase the length
of time you can concentrate, and you will be able to
handle the demands of the music.

Skills take time to learn and more time to re-learn.
The instructions in golf are very simple: Hit the ball
The Importance of a Personal Warm-up
into the hole with the club, 18 times in a row… duh!
(Continued from page 2)
But anyone who has tried that knows it is not easy.
Singing is the same way. The instructions are
Every exercise should have a purpose (Why are
simple:
Sing all the word sounds, perfectly matched
we doing this specific exercise?), a frequency (How
amongst singers, in perfect intonation in relationship
many repetitions should we do this exercise at each
to the chord and the key, in proper balance, with
warm up session?), and duration (how long will we
need to do this exercise until it has become a habit?). perfect unity and precision while expressing that in a
believable, heartfelt manner creating seamless
We also have found that a periodic rotation of
artistry… duh! We know it is not easy. Allow yourself
exercises is probably the best way to maintain
the privilege of honing skills and know that it will pay
interest. The Society’s Improving Vocal Techniques
off. Singing is a marathon sport, running over the
Through the Warm Up manual, the Basic Singing
course of your singing life.
Skills for Barbershoppers video, and the Effective
Choral Warm-Ups DVD are all excellent resources for
You should have fun when you sing. Like each
a variety of quality exercises to use as a part of your
other and share in the joys of making great music
personal warm-up.
because you don’t know when you won’t be able to do
so again.
Through self-examination and critique, you will be
able to determine your own progress toward your
personal goals as a singer and as part of your
ensemble.
The key to a productive personal warm-up before
rehearsal and the ensemble warm up at rehearsal lies
in everyone’s acceptance that these are an important
part of your becoming a better singer. You should
continue the practice of making certain you know why
you are doing each exercise. Make each warm up
exercise meaningful and there is no telling how much
better an ensemble singer you will become.
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Tag of the Month

Print off two copies of
this newsletter to
share—one with your
family and one with
someone you are
bringing to a chapter
meeting. Let them
know they belong here!

www.harmonyfoundation.org
Secure the future of Barbershop harmony
through your generous gifts to the
Harmony Foundation. Provide additional
support to your chapter and district with
the Donor’s Choice option.

6/2 Matt Bauer
6/5 Dwayne Wright
6/11 Stephen McFarland
6/25 Gary Brown

The 25th of each month
Visit us online at:
www.bowchorus.com
The Terre Haute Chapter and the
Banks of the Wabash Chorus
meet every Thursday at 7:00 PM.
Meetings and rehearsals are held
at Harmony Hall. All guests are
welcome. All men are welcome to
sing with us. For more information,
call (812)-232-4926.
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